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Personalities of watches

Utilitarian attributes: What does
it do for me and to my

pocketbook?

It tells time

Expressive attributes: What
does it say about me?

I am a successful man with high
status and refined tastes

Emotional attributes: How does
it make me feel?

Accomplished and masculine



Personalities of watches

Expressive attributes:
What does it say about me?

I am a successful man with
high status and refined

tastes

I am also socially responsible
(Like Nicolas Cage)

“Helping others gives
success true meaning”



Summary

Financial products have personalities

The goal of this research project is to
uncover the attributes of personality



The benefits of knowing the attributes of
financial products

• Financial products can be positioned or
repositioned more effectively:

– To improve consumer understanding

– To improve delivery of value by companies

– To differentiate and compete with others



Personalities of financial products

Utilitarian attributes
 What does it do for me and for my

pocketbook?

• Generic (commodity) product attributes
• The only attributes that matter to the

rational investors of standard finance
• High or low returns
• High or low risk
• High or low fees
• High or low play value (Does the play

value of trading matter to rational
investors?)

Expressive attributes
What does it say about me?

• Expressive attributes are those that
convey to us and others our values,
tastes, social class and lifestyles.

• Branded (custom) product attributes
• Attributes that matter to the normal

investors of behavioral finance
• High status or low?
• Socially responsible or not?
• Patriotic or not?

Emotional attributes
How does it make me feel?

• Secure or frightened?
• Cared for or dismissed?
• Hopeful or despairing?



The personality of individual stocks
and active mutual funds

Utilitarian – I will have
high returns

Expressive – I am smart

Emotional – I have hope

 



The personality of hedge funds

“Fifty million, sadly, leaves one
flying commercial.  Hedge-

fund money can put you into
exhilarating conversation

about the virtues of
Gulfstreams versus Falcons.

Utilitarian – I will have high
returns with low risk

Expressive – I have high status
Emotional – I feel exhilarated



The personality of tax-free funds

• Utilitarian: High
returns

• Expressive: I am a
wealthy man, in a
high tax bracket

• Emotional: I hate
the I.R.S.



Financial products and their benefits

• Active mutual fund: 8% expected return
plus 2% worth of hope

• Hedge fund: 6% expected return plus 2%
hope and 2% status

• Index fund: 10% expected return with
neither hope nor status



Identifying the range of financial
products

• Checking accounts
• Stocks
• Bonds
• Hedge funds
• Mutual funds
• Mortgages
• Insurance policies
• Lottery tickets



Identifying the personalities of
financial products

foreigncommon

familiarelite

dowdycool

glamorousold

aggressiveyoung

unfamiliarhigh status

sleepyrisk taker

change agentadventurous

entrepreneurialwinner

boringsmart

excitingspecial

Think of
public equities and

private equities
as two people.

Which adjectives
describe each of the

two?



Positioning financial products

• Analysis of advertisements. Which
attributes do they emphasize? Do the
attributes make a consistent whole?

• Experiments to see whether repositioning
might contribute to sales and brand
loyalty.



The personalities of financial
products

Identifying similarities and differences
between financial products

• What makes ‘ladders’ of bonds similar to
or different from bond mutual funds?

• Why do money market funds have a net
asset value of $1? (Why doesn’t their net
asset value go up and down as interest
rates go down and up?



The personalities of financial products
Identifying similarities and differences between

financial products

• “Mental liquidity” and the emotion of regret (Fisher
and Statman (2007)

• A financial product has mental liquidity if it allows
losses to be obscured and makes it easy to avoid the
realization of losses

• With a bond ladder you have to wait only a year to
avoid the realization of losses on your 1-year bonds.
With a bond mutual fund you are never sure that you
will not have to realize your losses.

• Mutual fund companies lobbied for the $1 net asset
value of money market funds for the same reason,
making them similar to checking accounts.



The personality of immediate annuities

Immediate annuities are good for you
Without an annuity you might run out of money

Without an annuity you might suffer depression
So why are they unpopular?

Source: Panis



The personality of immediate annuities
So why are immediate annuities unpopular?

Smell-of-death
Why do they call death insurance life insurance?

The
End
in

Mind

The
End



The personality of immediate annuities



The personality of immediate annuities



It’s not just about where your dreams will
take you. It’s where you take your dreams.



Do financial products have the right
personality?

Behavioral portfolio theory
(Shefrin and Statman, 2000)

Downside protection
Freedom from fear

Upside potential
Hope



Downside-
Potential Layer
(contains, for

example, T-bills,
CDs, money

market funds)

Upside-Potential
Layer (contains, for

example, foreign
stocks, aggressive

growth funds, IPOs,
options, lottery

tickets.

Behavioral Portfolio Theory
Portfolio are considered as a pyramid of

distinct layers (mental accounts)



Designing appealing financial products
How do you place stocks in the downside

protection layer?
Principal guaranteed strategy

Recommended by a brokerage firm

• Mr. Stewart has a 10-year horizon and $50,000 to
invest.

• Buy a 10-year zero-coupon U.S. Treasury bond
with a face value of $50,000 for $34,000.

• Buy stocks for $16,000

• Mr. Stewart is ”guaranteed to receive all his
principal back.”



Summary

Financial products have personalities

The goal of this research project is to
uncover the attributes of personality


